
Enfolded in the wings of a great darkness (Excerpts) 

 

All the words pile up on one side of the desk 

on one side of the page 

of the eternal tormented balance-sheet 

 

Beyond is the steady tug 

of a long line of houses, of houses 

crammed with people 

going under   

                                                                                                            

                                * 

 

 

so far a thing 

he goes 

into the zero 

 

and  

glitters                                                         

 

                                * 

 

 

we wait  

for what speaks 

 

the earth 

waits 

for the small echo 

 



of its birth                                                            

                                                     

                                * 

 

 

Last night  

the glamorous one beyond me 

stepping out of my sleep 

 

took possession  

of the room 

the midnight tatters of the house  

the gloom-world 

             

far from the steady light 

she cast, I am again 

descending  

the spiral staircase of the self 

 

stripped  

of all armature 

surrounded  

 

only by ancient 

bone-words       how old 

this scent of aloneness – rich  

green pastures  

of grass spores –  

 

the brief sad gentle  

glance back 



at the world I’m leaving                                                          

                                                     

                                * 

 

 

eyes 

in the wood of the floorboards 

 

you go  

too far 

with your sadness                                                         

                                                     

                                * 

 

 

down  

the bent strip 

of pain that unfurls 

from my skull to my tailbone 

 

cousin  

to  thunder 

and wavebreak 

 

the sound 

of the traffic all night                                                          

                                                     

                                * 

 

 

I felt at that point 



I understood 

I understood 

my inability to understand                                                          

                                                     

                                * 

 

 

The fan in its circular world 

the small light 

in a large dark house 

 

my breath 

this gentle machine  

for crossing planets                                                          

                                                     

                                * 

 

 

You in your resting place 

under the fallen masonry 

listening to the rats 

with nothing anymore 

to block their sounds 

 

Goodness is fierce 

Its ending 

to be defenceless as water 

lying there to be gathered by anyone 

a mirror that has lost  

its own face 

 



to be a handful of the sky                                                                                                                      

 

                                * 

 

 

impossible moths 

move in the cupboards 

of our stored 

images 

of our shelved-for-other- 

uses selves 

folded or dangling on 

haphazard wires 

 

through the holes 

we see 

we cannot come back 

 

it is 

an enduring kind of beauty 

almost                                                                                                                   

                                                     

                                * 

 

 

this symphonic fabric of whizzes 

jarring creaks, high bells 

as if a meadow had come to bed down 

at my window 

and a pleading soprano voice 

distantly soaring 



unable to come to rest on 

a single word or faint 

half-human syllable 

lost in something more elemental than grief 

or the sharpest moments of love-making 

 

through tall trees 

as they bend and writhe 

against each other 

and two darkly  

sonorous or high-pitched sets  

of chimes that hang at different heights 

from the eastward-facing edge 

of the house 

 

wind across the valley 

at night                                                                                                               

                                                   

                                * 

 

 

Occupying a space 

at the end of space 

leaning their legs into the void 

sitting as inside the shell of a cracked egg 

they pass their days 

 

and the wind 

goes through 

goes all the way 

 



from the first nebula 

to the last imploding 

shock wave 

 

brittle skies 

May morning                                                          

                                                     

                                * 

 

 

All that was so 

painstakingly gathered 

in the crossing of space-time, 

such treasure trove of 

spontaneous misfortune 

 

is lost now in time-space 

 

Live hive 

in the dying man’s cerebellum: 

a celebratory emptiness  

throbs                                                         

                                                    

                                * 

 

 

This very moment  

I wish to offer you 

three things that are 

right next to the 

oldest parts of myself 



 

I offer you this boat carved 

in grey cedarwood that shines 

all by itself  

from inside the darkest  

corner of night 

 

and two other 

objects even I 

have never been able to make out 

 

See: now they are yours 

 

What does it mean 

that I am able to offer you 

parts of myself even I am 

unable to name 

 

that I should offer them  

should give them to you  

my love 

for all time 

 

you who at any mortal moment 

may leave                                                                               

                                

                                * 

 

 

I lift my eyes from the page 

Death I see you – the gentle  



leaning forward of a face 

gender of both genders and of none 

simultaneously 

loving, empty  

and despising 

 

stamped  

with my being and no one’s being 

millennial presence  

riding the wave 

of just one hour 

 

the great hat of  

the unidentified guest at the graveside 

who slips into a dark spot  

in the everyday gravy 

over the family roast 

where five or six  

are gathered in thy name 

 

My eyes search out  

your eyes –  

wrong move –  

no one’s there now – and  

slipping back into  

this self designed for living 

 

I set the book down, 

wander off to fix  

the morning coffee, 

the hollow smile of the first  



rays of sun 

there in the window                                                                                                                      

                                                 

                                * 

 

 

Wrinkles come quickly to the eye 

folding it into 

its own space, a little apart 

from the world 

 

So the mind moves 

while the body holds back 

 

To wake in a house with no walls, no windows 

where the wind and the small 

creatures of half-suburban scrubland 

glide freely in and out of 

this coming to consciousness 

gulping air like it was water 

 

The earth fragile with names and numbers, 

already you hold on to so little 

 

this morning  

fishing for fragments off a wharf that gives 

a clear line of sight 

right down to the blurred murk 

of origins 

 

The eye’s vigilance 



folds early                                                         

                                                     

                                * 

 

 

In the distant spaces of night 

my heart is broken and softly 

pounded back into place 

 

The wind has built a trail through the tall grasses 

We come to the inn and the landlord 

of the frailest light 

 

What are you placing in those small trays? 

               Coughs that need to be 

               cherished and bedded down 

What do you call those small trays? 

               Cough-inns                                                         

                                 

                                * 

 

 

out there where it ends 

multitudinous colours 

swirl 

 

from the time of birth 

fish nibble upwards 

towards us 

 

the blue homeland 



invites us to  

let go of breathing 

 

it is 

that simple  

 


